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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION BENEFITS BUSINESS AND CONSUMERS 

 

Brussels, 20 September 2011 –the American Chamber of Commerce to the European Union (AmCham EU) and 

BUSINESSEUROPE hosted a seminar „Finding Balanced Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) mechanisms 

in the EU’.  Relying on the courts alone for resolving disputes is time consuming and costly. Alternatives need to 

be available to ensure transparency and access to justice while keeping costs in check and guaranteeing more 

timely outcomes. 

 

„The potential impact of ADRs has been underestimated. This is a win-win solution for both businesses and 

consumers. Availability of ADRs is key to improve consumer confidence and strengthen the internal market. We 

urge the Commission to speed up its plans. It must rapidly adopt a proposal that delivers the full potential of 

ADRs to consumers across the EU‟, said Philippe de Buck, Director General of BUSINESSEUROPE.   

 

„What‟s needed now are a comprehensive set of ADR guidelines that respect the diversity of ADR mechanisms in 

Member States and capture best practise. A “one-size-fits-all model” would rob national ADR mechanisms of 

their flexibility and adaptability‟, said Imelda Vital, Chair of the AmCham EU Consumer Affairs Committee. 

  

Disputes in business relations are a fact of life. How they are resolved can make all the difference. Businesses and 

consumers have an interest in ensuring that dispute resolution is fair, efficient and cost-effective. AmCham EU 

and BUSINESSEUROPE believe that ADR mechanisms could hold the key to reducing the administrative 

burdens and inefficiencies in business disputes. The European Commission is expected to release its 

recommendations in November.  

 

“ADR can never be a replacement for the judicial system;  but it is a  positive alternative which gives choice to 

consumers and  business alike”, stated Vice President of the European Commission, Viviane Reding. 

  

In addition to organising this seminar with BUSINESSEUROPE, AmCham EU produced a brochure on „Finding 

balanced alternatives: Promoting alternative dispute resolution mechanisms in the EU‟. Both organisations 

took part in the European Commission‟s consultation on ADR in March 2011. Click here to download the 

brochure. 

 

AmCham EU speaks for American business committed to Europe on trade investment and competitiveness 

issues. It aims to ensure a growth orientated business and investment climate in Europe.  
Contact: Anna McNally, Communications Director (anna.mcnally@amchameu.eu; +32 (0)2 289 10 16)  

 
BUSINESSEUROPE represents small, medium and large companies. Active in European affairs since 1958, 

BUSINESSEUROPE Members are 41 central industrial and employers’ federations from 35 countries, working 
together to achieve growth and competitiveness in Europe. 

Contact: Peter Vertessy, Senior Press Adviser (p.vertessy@businesseurope.eu; +32 (0)2 237 65 03) 
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